
2011 Season Underway

Its Started!

  

The season for us has well and truly started, with our first show being:

  

Aintree Premiere  Show on the 7 -9 Jan

  

Here we took Noble Prospect Eddie, who despite his inexperience jumped some super rounds
to just miss out on a qualifing place for RIHS in the JC qualifier. We were delighted with him.

  

Arena UK Premiere show 15/16 Jan

  

Emily Ward Rockingham Shadow First 128cm Winter Second Round RIHS Qualifier

  

The Hand Premiere show 12/13 feb

  

Emily Ward and Emos Jessie Qualified 138cm RIHS

  

EmilyWard and Salcan Donnatella Qualified 138cm RIHS

  

Noble Bestman has been bought outright by the Walker family who also own Noble Spingbok.
We wish Laura and the Walkers the very best of luck and cant wait to follow his progress.

  

BSPS AREA 2A Winter Show
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Southview housed a good 2a winter qualifier and with good courses on an excellent surface it
was definately worth an outing - despite being freezing!!!!

  

We took three complete babies and were delighted with them all.

  

Emily made her debut in the 153cm WHP Novice and Open Classes jumping two good rounds
and finished with two seconds. We were delighted with this as it was Noble Loughnatousa's
first ever show and was brillant.

  

Noble Sirprize won the Open 143cm and finished third in the novice, and finally Abbie
Schofield and Noble Boularouge jumped a fabulous round just making a little
green mistake, we were really pleased with both of them.

  

Exciting stuff!

  

Mean while its all going on at the yard, work has started on our new outdoor Andrews Bowen
wax track surface. This should be finished next week and will be fantastic.

  

The indoor has had a half term make over curtesy of Katie and Faye( and Ruby!!!). Thanks girls.

  

  

Cant wait!!
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